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Seasons Greetings to All
A Christmas Message
I am quite sure that all our clients greatly
appreciate the time and effort
given so willingly by our wonderful group of
volunteers.
I have said it before and I will say it again
“what would we do without them”
You may have heard already that the process
starting with interviews has already taken place
for the centre to be considered for “The Queens
Award for Voluntary Service.”
So on behalf of the Trustees, Members of Staff
and the Volunteers I will like to wish all
patients and their families a very Happy and
Peaceful Christmas as we look forward to 2019
with great optimism.
Chairman, Peter

Xmas Opening
Times
Monday 24th December
Closed
Tuesday 25th December
Closed
Wednesday 26th December
Closed
Thursday 27th December
Open as Normal
Monday 31st December
Closed
Tuesday 1st January
Closed
Wednesday 2nd January
Open as Normal
MS Therapy Centre,
Meadow View Wharf,
off Tettenhall Road
Wolverhampton
WV6 0JT
Registered Charity No. 701791

Newsletter Note
This edition of the Centre’s
newsletter is available online along
with all of the previous issues at
www.mscentre.co.uk

Using Your BLUE BADGE Doesn't
Stop Them Using THEIRS.

Drive Carefully over Christmas

UpDates

Winter 2018

Our New Information Gateway www.mscentre.co.uk

More than just a website, our new
Information Gateway is a
different approach in the way that
we are providing not only a
platform for the public awareness
of the Centre and it’s facilities but
a place for support for our Clients.
Easy to use, clarity of information
over design and able to remain
current, these were criteria that
were required to be fulfilled when
the service was commissioned by
the Centre’s Trustees. Along with
video and audio content over
20,000 words of information and
advice about the Centre are now
available online at mscentre.co.uk
For ease of use, the Gateway is
divided into just 6 sections with

headings, that will remain
unchanged. Under these headings
nearly all of the information for
each particular section is easily
available as a list of FAQ’s. Our
Administration Forms are
available to be downloaded,
printed and completed off the
premises prior to a consultation
and our Newsletters and Centre
Information Sheets are also there
to be downloaded and available to
be read at leisure.
National and International News
Feeds are also available on the
new Gateway. The Centre also
commissioned a unique audio
experience called The Enchanted
Forest which can be used to help
with Relaxation and Meditation. A
short clip can be listened to and if
you wish the full 60 min version
can be then downloaded from the
Gateway for personal use as a CD
or on a mobile player. For ease,
those who use a mobile device, a
QR code is available at the Centre.

Getting Ready for the TOT’s
Nothing to do with a Crèche or Kindergarten but the Centre is in the
final phase of commissioning a new Topical Oxygen Treatment
Station (T.O.T.s) to work alongside the existing the current Hyperbaric
Oxygen facilities.
A T.O.T. s allows for oxygen to be made available outside of the two
pressurised tanks used for the Hyperbaric Treatments and although not
supplied under pressure or providing all of the benefits Hyperbaric
Oxygen Treatment normally provides it does allow for clients who feel
uncomfortable in an enclosed space, to receive some treatment.
The T.O.T. station also has the capability of providing for a flow of
Oxygen over and around localised wounds, skin grafts and ulcers and so
helping the body to enable a faster healing process.
All of the information regarding the T.O.T.s at the Centre will be
made available on the Centre’s Information Gateway as soon as the
service is fully operational.
In the meantime If you are interested in finding out more about this
new treatment and what it may do for you or someone you know,
please talk to a member of the Centre’s Administration Team.

Card Payments
From early January 2019 the
Wolverhampton MS Therapy
Centre is to start accepting
payments by Debit and Credit
Card. Due to the cost of
transactions a minimum of £5
needs to be spent to be able to
use the facility. Payment for
services at the centre by cash or
cheque will remain in place.

Diary Dates
We are currently working on the
list of Centre events and
Findraising activities for 2019 and
as soon as we have some
arranged we will publish them on
the Information Gateway and in
next years Newsletters.
Importantly, for some of the
events we need to have tickets
made available for people to
attend and these will be made
available as downloads from the
Gateway at www.mscentre.co.uk

Contributions
(from 1st January 2019)
Oxygen Treatment
Clients with MS £9.50
for the first session of the week
then £7.50 for subsequent sessions
Non-MS Patients £20 each session
Members Annual Subscription
£5.00
For Individual Therapies
please enquire at the
Reception Desk

Again our Seasonal Thanks to the Rotary Club of Wolverhampton

Peter Williams, Chairman of the MS Centre, next
to Frazer Dukes, an original member of the
Centre’s Steering Committee along with
Members and Officers past and present of the
Wolverhampton Rotary Club outside Linden
House. Some of the group are also Trustees of
the Wolverhampton MS Therapy Centre.

Without the Rotary Club of Wolverhampton and the support they have
given us the, Wolverhampton Multiple Sclerosis Therapy Centre would
not exist. For Over 30 years they have provided a backbone through their
charitable endeavours that has allowed the Centre to become what it is
today a haven for sufferers of MS.
On behalf of everyone one at the Centre including the Volunteers who
give their time freely, our backroom and mostly unseen, helpers who
keep the ship afloat and safe, the clients who without the Rotarians
foresight and help would not have access to the range of Treatments,
Therapies and Support that are available and of course the rest of the
Team who keep ‘all the wobbly plates spinning on the sticks’, I would like to
wish all of the past and present members of The Wolverhampton Rotary
Club A Very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year - S.H.

What is the MSNTC.
Many users of the MS Centre
here in Wolverhampton have
heard about our affiliation with
the MSNTC but have very little
knowledge about what it does.
There are more than 60 MS
individual Therapy Centres across
the UK, Ireland and the Channel
Islands, as well as one in Gibraltar
which was founded in 2006. The
majority (though not all) of these
are members of the MSNTC. Each
individual Centre offer a variety of
Treatments and Therapies but
not all Centre’s offer identical
facilities.
Each MS Therapy Centre is an
individual charity with dedicated
volunteers (some Centres are
entirely run by volunteers) and
donors who give freely of their
time and money. Some Centres
receive funding from local NHS
boards, but most are reliant on
donations and fundraising
activities for their income. A high
proportion of Centre directors/
trustees are people affected by
MS. Staff and volunteers have
appropriate training and
qualifications for delivering
Therapy, such as HPC
accreditation and training from
MS National Therapy Centres for
oxygen operators.

Prof. Philip James and Petra Kliempt Medical
Advisors to the Multiple Sclerosis National
Therapy Centres MSNTC and both supporters
and advisors to the Wolverhampton Centre.

As a larger organisation, the
MSNTC is also able to negotiate
preferential rates for various
items and services, to benefit all
Centres. In addition, since 2015
MSNTC has arranged an annual
conference for Centre
representatives. The conference
is designed to allow information
sharing and gathering, with
relevant key note speakers and
exhibitors as well as an
opportunity to meet with trustees
and colleagues at Centres from
across the country. For more
information about the MSNTC
and a list of Centres that our
members can take advantage of
got to www.msntc.org.uk

Susan’s Festive Kitchen
Chestnut Chocolate Pots

175g best-quality dark chocolate
125ml double cream, plus more to serve
125ml full-fat milk
1 Egg
1 x 250g can sweetened chestnut puree
2 x 15ml tablespoons dark rum
1) Crush the chocolate to smithereens in the
food processor.
2) In a saucepan, heat the cream and milk
until just about boiling and, with the motor
off, pour into the processor through the funnel
over the chocolate.
3) Let it stand for 30 seconds. Process for 30
seconds, then crack the egg down the funnel
and process for 45 seconds more.
4) Add the chestnut puree and rum through
the funnel, and process until ever) thing is
incorporated.
5) Remove the blade and, using a rubber
spatula and a spoon, fill 6 x 125ml glasses or
pots.
6) If wished, put a jug of unwhipped double
cream on the table and pour it over the pots.

Thinks One !
“After all, friends are the family you
choose”

A Queen’s Award for Volunteers
2018 saw the process started for the volunteers at the Wolverhampton
and District MS Therapy Centre being nominated for the Queen’s Award
for Voluntary Service . It is the highest award given to volunteer groups
across the United Kingdom - it is the Volunteers MBE and is a personal
thank you from Her Majesty, herself, recognising those groups of
individuals who go that bit further in
supporting and helping others less able
to manage for themselves. The awards
were created in 2002 to celebrate the
Queen’s Golden Jubilee and winners are
announced each year on 2 June the
anniversary of the Queen’s Coronation, it
is not an overnight process and neither is
a short term reward, it requires diligence,
perseverance and commitment and is a
respected sign of excellence.
The Wolverhampton MS Therapy Centre is a member of the largest
self-funding organisation in the United Kingdom, the MS National
Therapy Centres (MSNTC). It is a charity which represents individual MS
Therapy Centres across England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland, the Channel
Islands and Gibraltar. These centres provide treatments, therapies, help
and support to some 15,000 people living with Multiple Sclerosis and
other long-term conditions, every week. Like all of the other MS Therapy
Centres in the UK, the Wolverhampton MS Therapy Centre is a public
charitable facility and it relies very much on the activities of its
supportive volunteers to enable the Trustees and Administrators to
provide the service that is vital to so many of the Centre’s clients.
“As a member of the MSNTC we have a duty, as a recognised
therapeutic facility, to continue our work and efforts to maintain the
centre for the treatment of our current and future members and
clients; illness never stops, so neither must we. To be able to do this
the centre would not and will not survive without its volunteers.”
Volunteers are a vital part of any charity helping it to maintain the level
of support it wants and needs to offer. The Queen's Award for Voluntary
Service is the highest award given to local volunteer groups across the
UK to recognise outstanding work in their communities.

Will you or can you help us to help others ?
We already have a great team of volunteers with many who have given
many years of dedicated service to the M.S. Therapy Centre. We would
now love to add to this team, so can YOU please consider volunteering
to help us? If you would like to find out more whether it be how to
become trained on operating our Hyperbaric Oxygen chamber or doing
a supermarket collection or anything else you may feel you would like to
put your skills to use here at the Centre please call us or even better
come and see us. We can answer any questions you may have and if
you would like to observe we can make arrangements for you to come
in for a few hours and meet the team.

5 & 2 is Not for All
We all can over eat during the
Festive Season and then look at
losing a few pounds in the New
Year by dieting. One of the most
popular diet regimes is the 5 & 2
Diet where you eat sensibly for 5
days and then fast for 2.
However a recent report
suggests that for people with MS
and those with Diabetes or have
been diagnosed as being prediabetic this is not a good diet to
undertake due to the severe
blood sugar fluctuations that can
occur during this ‘feasting and
fasting’. If you do want to diet,
either by the 5 & 2 method, or
any other plan, check with you GP
that it won’t effect on your health
or any medication you take.

Set Apart by Jeremy Walters
A noble head, fit for a crown,
The Rupert Brooke of his time,
Bears the shining sword of Honour,
Peerless in his probity.
Not driven by ambition, glory,
But nailed to the cross of Duty;
Kindness no cost to him
For compassion rules his heart.
Ventured into the world of Law,
Might well have donned the cassock;
His faith as firm as firm can be,
His word a solemn oath.
No truck with the meretricious,
The tawdry or the trivial Purity of taste his aspiration,
The limitless, dogged pursuit.
Wisdom blossoms in that fecund mind,
Intellect challenging the commonplace,
A spirit that scorns face-value,
Probes the intricate human state
With dash of forensic acuity.
Exudes a feminine sensitivity,
An elegance of nurtured chivalry.
A wit to boot, smiles wryly at life;
A man without guilt or guile,
A man set apart from other men.
A Booklet of Jeremy Walters’ poetry is available
at the reception desk priced at £1.00 with all
proceeds kindly being donated to The MS
Therapy Centre. Again, Thank You Jeremy!

What Some People
will do for a Selfie?
Gary McDougall, a long-term user
of the Centre was diagnosed with
MS in 2001 and the last thing he
ever expected to do 17 years on
was to stand on top of a mountain.
Gary’s partner for over 40 years,
Paul, had worked in SA for the
SABC in Johannesburg in the 1970’s
and had only been to Cape Town
once, and then only for 3 days.
‘I had a picture of me on top of Table
Mountain and when we decided to go
back to SA as a sort of pilgrimage for
me I thought why not ….’ says Paul.
Although the summit of Table
Mountain is now reached by a
cable car service, you could drive
up it in the 70’s, it isn’t disabled
friendly at all ‘but the people are;
they were marvellous. Gary was
having a ‘good day’ so we had left his

Susan

wheelchair at the hotel and had got a
taxi to the base station’.
The actual cable car had seats so
that wasn’t a problem but when
they got out at the top that is when
the challenge really started.
‘I had forgotten, that a mountain is
still a mountain, even if it’s got a café
however, the staff and people were
brilliant, they sent someone all the
way down for a wheelchair and then
we were treated so well with our own
entourage to make sure we got the
photo and to help us get back down
to the taxi; but we did it’. Other people
have a Selfie Stick - Paul!

The 2018 Selfie - not sure who’s holding who up - Gary McDougall with Paul Williams on ‘Top of the World’

Paula

Lisa

Silly but still Funny
Dame: My husband fell into a huge vat of granulated
coffee and was never seen again. It was a terrible
way to go but at least it was instant.
Buttons: Have you put on weight?
Dame: Well, I’ve had a lot on my plate.
Buttons: I went out last night and had 14 pints of low-fat yoghurt.
I got totally Mullered.
Lord Mayor: Why does Dick Whittington have
a beard?
Dame: Because nine out of ten owners
know that their cats prefer whiskers.
Captain: You want to be careful he’s a
magician. He can turn you into a prawn
cocktail. And that’s just for starters.
Buttons: I’d like to buy a goldfish.
Pet shop owner: Would you like an aquarium?
Buttons: I don’t care what its star sign is.

Man: Eggs are going up again.
Dame: That’ll surprise a few
chickens.

Denise

A Merry Christmas
The Admin ’Elves’ would
like to wish everyone at
the MS Therapy Centre
A Merry Christmas
and a Happy New Year

MessrS Profiles
As the words say in the theme
tune to the TV Programme
Friends - “ I’ll be there for you ”
and Frances Ferriday and Sylvia
Wynn have been lucky to have
had such a friendship like that,
that has lasted over 4 decades
and they are the longest serving
members of the MS Therapy
Centre, here in the City of
Wolverhampton. These days
Sylvia’s memory isn’t as good as it
used to be so it is Frances who
has become their ‘spokesperson’.
‘We met when Sylvia, who had
been working at a foundry near
Ironbridge in Shropshire went to
work near Telford at MOD
Donnington, a large military base
and an important and ordinance
supply depot. In those days it was
one of the largest military supply
depots in Europe and at the height
of the cold war was an important
strategic placement for military
supplies. It had a very friendly
atmosphere and really was little
town in itself even having a social
club. It wasn’t unusual for all the
working members of a family to
work their alongside each other’
explains Frances.
Sylvia , who had always worked
in a heavy manual capacity ...
‘I never saw her drive a tank but
I’m sure if they had left the keys in
one she would have had a go’
laughs Frances.
… made friends with the
‘backroom’ Frances, a role
Frances insists she still plays
today.

It started out as a serious photo shoot - The Three Amigos

before they thought it might have
been Multiple Sclerosis - it was a
very difficult time for both of us’.
By then Sylvia had moved in
alongside Frances and so for her
the part of carer began, a role
that was going to last for the next
30 years until her own age and
abilities became a problem.
It was Frances who introduced
Sylvia to the possible benefits of
Hyperbaric Oxygen Treatment
and although Frances didn’t have
treatment herself she became a
member along with Sylvia all
those years ago.

Barbara Williams had been
working for an agency as a carer
when she was asked if she could
just help out for an hour with a
couple of elderly people one of
whom was in a wheelchair.
‘I can’t actually remember the
actual reasons for me not wanting
to help out, it may have been that I
just finished a shift or needed to do
something, I don’t know. But, I do
know I gave in and said yes and 20
odd years later still here - the third
member of the ‘Three Amigos’
says Barbara.
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‘It was very different
in those days a
single small
chamber nothing like
the facilities available
at the centre today.
We’ve seen a lot of
changes to the facilities for people
with MS; it’s wonderful.

Just like the situation today,
Sylvia's MS took a long time to be
fully diagnosed. After months of
backwards and forwards to her
Doctor, with sick notes galore, she
finally turned round and said ‘I’m
not getting any better.

With the help of friends and
family Frances and Sylvia had
been carrying on in there own
sweet way for a number years
when due to some unforeseen
circumstances they needed the
temporary help of someone to
support Francis with Sylvia - enter
Barbara Williams - friend number
three.

‘It was all very hit and miss. Sylvia
was mis-diagnosed several times

‘She only came for an hour and
she’s never left’ another bout of

‘Someone has to make our world
work’ says Frances still giggling’.

giggles amuses Frances.

They are all now virtually
joined at the hip, as
friends, and although
Barbara now has a
family and a job that incurs
working nights and she doesn’t
care for Sylvia full-time, she calls
in every morning to see
everything is ok with the other
two and do odd jobs before the
normal carer arrives. She also can
be seen at the centre bringing
Sylvia for her weekly treatments.
‘I don’t know what we would do
without Barbara now, she’s become
part of the family and she has a
wonderful caring nature - she does
keep the two of us in check though,
well someone has too ! - and with
that another burst of laughter from
the lovely ladies finishes our chat’.

Having a Careing Christmas and Happy New Year

Christmas can be one of the most stressing periods of the year for
everyone with most people having far higher expectations about what
should be a Happy and Fun Festivity. It can be unnecessary hard work
having to arrange this and that, sending cards, arranging and fetching
food, all within a short period of a few days. And if one person is having
to do everything for two, as in the case of those of us who care for a
partner or loved one, then patience and tempers can be more than
unnecessarily stretched. But it hasn’t got to be like that.
Anyone new to a long-term
disability or those now caring for
them have to realise that ‘things
are not the same’ and what used
to be the normal now has to be
assessed differently. So do we
have to do what we did before or
do we change our lives to be able
what we can do now? To me
that’s a non-brainer - Do what you
can and enjoy what you want.
With a little planning and some
compromise everyone can have
an enjoyable and happy time trust me.
The most important part of
having a stressless Festive Season
is to not leave everything to the
last minute. I don’t mean start
preparing in July or August but
make an effort to time manage
the week or two before Christmas
and to share the decisions.
Take a piece of paper and draw
a line down the middle making
two columns. At the top of the
first column write ‘MUST’ and at
the top of the second write and
most important of the two words

‘MAYBE’. This is the plan of
action, a list of things you have to
do and a list of things that you
might do if you have the time.
When you are drawing up this
plan make sure you discuss it
with those involved, so that
everyone knows what to expect getting others involved at this
stage will also reduce the stress.
For years the general consensus
is that Christmas is becoming (or
has become) too commercialised
but some of us like to go
Christmas Shopping and visit the
festively illuminated and
decorated shops and shopping
centres - there’s nothing wrong
with this but as it gets closer to
the day the more busy these
places get and if you are
unfortunate to have to rely upon
a wheelchair make a note of the
late shopping nights - they tend
to be quieter. Sadly, even those
who can still manage to get about
by themselves have to suffer, as
an example Wolverhampton has
a very bad record with places to

sit and rest. Try drawing up a
shopping ’course’ from Café to
Café - that way you know you can
always stop for a breather.
Whenever or wherever you go
take a list.
Christmas cards are great to
receive but with the cost of
postage at now at 58p for a
second class stamp, that’s over 11
shillings in old money’ do you
really need to send so many? Not
only is it the time it takes to write
them out and then the cost to
post them, it’s time and money
that could be used to do
something else.
Again with food, there is no
longer a Christmas holiday when
it comes to buying food with all of
the larger shops open on Boxing
Day and some even open on the
Big Day itself. So really shopping
shouldn’t be more difficult than at
any other time of the year other
than what to eat on Christmas
Day.
The role of the Christmas
Turkey as a stress maker is
renowned with many a housewife
or partner in tears, screaming in
the garden at their failure to
perfectly cook something they
only ever practice once a year. Try
something everyone likes and you
know how to cook - leave the
experimenting for another less
special day we like Crackly Pork.
And when it’s all over everyone
should have some time for
themselves - there own space and
without any embarrassment or
guilt. What’s wrong with sitting
on your own and reading a book
or having a snooze, everyone
needs to have time to reflect and
rest - everyone have some ‘me’
time.
With a little bit of planning and a
little bit of sharing everyone
should be able to have a very
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year - try it!
R.T. ‘a seasoned carer’

Thinks Two !
“I can’t change the direction of the
wind, but I can adjust my sails to
always reach my destination.”

Always Time for a Chat
It’s been another busy year for all of the team involved with the
administration of the Centre and 2019 looks as though it’s going to be
even busier- where does the time go? If you remember 2018 got of to a
bad start with the flooding of the treatment areas and thankfully it was
sorted promptly (after it had dried out) by the excellent companies the
Centre works with but not without an enormous amount of disruption.
At times it gets very busy but we try very hard at the Centre to have a
relaxed and calming atmosphere, and although operating as a Charity,
the actual running of the Centre and it’s facilities has to be managed
under strict UK Company Rules and EU Health and Safety Directives.
2018 saw the admin team having to implement new GDPR procedures
for Data protection along with preparing for a computer upgrade ready
for the installation of new client specific appointment software which is
being introduced during 2019. Credit and Debit card facilities are also
being made available and the Centre’s web presence was updated with
the introduction of the new Information Gateway and we are near
completion of installing the new Topical Oxygen Treatment Station.
Fundraising and public awareness of the Centre and it’s facilities was
very active during 2018, with support from the Mayor of Wolverhampton
and his designated Charities Fund and also by Sainsbury's at Wednesfield
who made us their 2018 Charity of the Year. And, of course, an awful lot
of public promotion and work has also been going on, both in the
organisation of events at the Centre and attending elsewhere.
Once again the MSNTC worked with us as the operating body for
records verification with our monthly treatment returns to them making
sure we meet the high standards required for the services we provide.
2018 was also the first full year of us publishing our new quarterly
Newsletters (sadly they don’t write themselves) and now that they are
available online at the Gateway they have proved extremely useful in
keeping in touch with those clients who don’t use the centre on a regular
basis. And after all this we still make sure the coffee and teas, with
biscuits of course, are topped up - very important!
As we move into 2019 please remember all the members of the Team
are there for you and if you ever have any problems, want to discuss
something about the Centre or just need a shoulder to cry on don’t ever
hesitate to approach any us, we can always make time for a chat. Have a
pleasant and relaxing Xmas and see you the New Year. S.H.

A Wisdom Story
The 3 Hairs
There once was a woman who
woke up one morning, looked in
the mirror, and noticed she had
only three hairs on her head.
"Well," she said, "I think I'll braid
my hair today." So she did and
she had a wonderful day.
The next day she woke up, looked
in the mirror and saw that she
had only two hairs on her head.
"Hmmm..," she said, "I think I'll
part my hair down the middle
today." So she did and she had a
grand day.
The next day she woke up, looked
in the mirror and noticed that she
had only one hair on her head.
"Well," she said, "Today I'm going
to wear my hair in a pony tail." So
she did, and she had a fun, fun
day.
The next day she woke up, looked
in the mirror and noticed that
there wasn't a single hair on her
head. "YAY!" she exclaimed. "I
don't have to fix my hair today!"
Attitude is everything. Be kinder
than necessary, for everyone you
meet is fighting some kind of
battle. Live simply, Love
generously, Care deeply, Speak
kindly.
Life isn't about waiting for the
storm to pass... It's about learning
to dance in the rain.

Our 2018 Christmas Fayre - A Wonderful Day

Thank You All
Thank you to everyone who
supported the Centre at our 2018
Christmas Fayre. It was a
wonderful day and a great success
with so many people turning up
with products and gifts for the
many stalls we had set up for the
Fayre. And for so many of those
people who turned up to take
advantage of the gifts and events.

Looking forward to seeing you all again next year

Feliz Navidad

and others

Everywhere

Christmas is quite a small festival in India, due to the number of people
who are Christians (about 2.3%) compared to people who belong to
other religions. Having said this, the population of India is over 1
Billion, so there are over 25 million Christians in India!
In Australia, Christmas comes in the towards the beginning of the
summer holidays! Children have their summer holidays from mid
December to early February, so some people might even be
camping at Christmas. Australians hang wreaths on their front doors
and sometimes go out Christmas carol singing on Christmas Eve. People
also decorate their houses and gardens with Christmas Trees and
Christmas lights. Neighbours sometimes have little competitions to see
who has got the best light display. The neighbours often visit each other
to look at the light displays at night. Sometimes the displays are put out
as early as December 1st.
Some people in Denmark give and receive extra Advent presents on
the four Sundays of Advent.Different types of Advent candles and
calendars are popular in Denmark. A Kalenderlys (calendarcandle) is an Advent candle and most people have one of these
types of candles. A Pakkekalender (gift calendar) is also a fun way to
countdown to Christmas Eve. There are 24 small gifts for the children in
the calendar, one for each day until Christmas Eve. Julekalender
(christmas calendar) is a television series with 24 episodes. One episode
is shown each day in December with the last one being aired on
Christmas Eve.
In China, only about one percent of people are Christians, so most
people only know a few things about Christmas. Because of this,
Christmas is only often celebrated in major cities. In these big
cities there are Christmas Trees, lights and other decorations on the
streets and in department stores. Santa Claus is called 'Shen Dan Lao
Ren' and has grottos in shops like in Europe and America. The post
men might dress up as Santa when delivering letters before Christmas!
More young people are celebrating Christmas in cities where Christmas
parties are becoming popular and it's also a time where young couples
will be gifts for each other, a bit like Valentine's day.
Many Brazilian Christmas traditions come from Portugal as Portugal
ruled Brazil for many years. Nativity Scenes, known as Presépio
are very popular. They are set-up in churches and homes all
through December. Christmas plays called 'Os Pastores' (The
Shepherds), like the plays in Mexico, are also popular. In the Brazilian
versions of the play, there's also traditionally a shepherdess and also a
woman who tries to steal the baby Jesus!
In Spain most people, especially Catholics, will go to a Midnight Mass
service or Missa do Galo (Mass of the Roster). The mass normally
finishes about 1.00am. On Christmas day, people might go to
church again, but this time the services are often in the afternoon. Most
families eat their main Christmas meal on Christmas Eve before the
service. The traditional Spanish Christmas dinner was 'Pavo Trufado de
Navidad' which is Turkey stuffed with truffles (the mushrooms, not the
chocolate ones!) or 'Pularda asada' (a roasted young hen), although they
are not commonly eaten now. In some parts of Spain the 6th of January
(The Day of the Three Kings) is more important than Christmas Day on
the 25th of December.
And finally at the North Pole ? - well for Santa and the Elves, they are
just too tired - Merry Christmas to Everyone Where Ever You Are

It’s Behind You
Pantomime (or 'Panto' for short!)
is a traditional British Christmas
play and a chance for people to
go to the theatre.
Pantomime first came to Britain
in the 18th century from the
'commedia dell'arte', the Italian
tradition of improvised theatre.
The stories of the commedia
dell'arte had many 'stock'
characters in them such as
clowns and jesters and a 'baddie'.
Traditional plots got mixed up
with fairy stories, folk tales, or
tales from the Arabian Nights
stories, and gradually evolved
into the dozen or so familiar
stories of the panto repertoire
that are still used today.
The traditional figures from the
commedia dell'arte gradually
disappeared, and pantomimes
became more as we know them
today; they also became an
expected part of our Christmas
festivities, traditionally starting on
Boxing Day (or often before
Christmas now so more people
can see them!).
In the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, pantomimes were
changed quite a lot by the
popularity of the music-hall
entertainments. The stars of the
day, comedians and music hall
artistes, sometimes changed the
plot an awful lot, just so they
could do their own normal
routines! Nowadays pop stars
and television personalities
continue this tradition, all turning
up in panto, but the stories are
not often changed too much.
Pantomime is now a popular
family entertainment.
It is now primarily a children's
entertainment show and the
audience has to work almost as
hard as the performers, whether
it be joining in the songs, assisting
in conjuring tricks, booing the
villain and warning the hero with
'He's behind you!' or just cheering
‘Oh no it’s not’ to ‘Oh yes it is’!

Did You Know ?
The Wolverhampton Grand
Theatre was described as ”the
finest miniature opera house in
Europe” The decision to build the
theatre in Lichfield Street had
been made as early as February
1894 by the then mayor C.T.
Mander, who was the driving
force behind the scheme, and
about six others. The site was
important for the theatre; it was
near the town centre, on a main
thoroughfare and next door to
the hotel, which had been
enlarged to make it a first class
establishment. It was designed to
seat 2500 people and cost just
£12,000. and took only six months
to complete the work after the
laying of the foundation stone by
Mrs. C.T. Mander.

The opening night of the
theatre was on December
10th 1894.
The Grand Theatre has a
colourful pantomime
history. The first panto
staged there was Sinbad
The Sailor which opened on
Christmas Eve 1894, just
two weeks after the theatre
itself opened.
Since then it has hosted a
wealth of star names
including Dana, Les
Dawson, John Inman, Linda
Lusardi, Jack Tripp, The
Grumbleweeds, The
Krankies, Su Pollard, Frank
Bruno, Christopher Biggins,
Paul Zerdin, Joe Pasquale, Julian Clary and the Chuckle Brothers.
The Grand Theatre at Wolverhampton is presenting Sleeping beauty as it’s Panto
this year with Debbie McGee and Sooty. The Theatre has good access for disabled
patrons and if you need to arrange assistance you can call on 01902 42 92 12 or
email Remy Lloyd at remyl@grandtheatre.co.uk.

Panto Quiz - Name that Dame

DAME TRIVIA
The role of the Pantomime Dame stretches back to the earliest
origins of the theatre, when girls and young women were
played by youths, and old women by men - often comically. The
earliest ancestor of the comedic, are possibly Mrs. Noah in the
miracle plays of the middle ages. Even after the restoration in
the 17th century, when actresses entered the theatre, many
were loathed to play older parts, and the convention continued.
During the Regency the roles of witches, characters like 'Mother
Skipton' and old harridans were played often by men, the
famous Grimaldi played several female roles, including the
Baroness in 'Cinderella'. The Ugly Sisters at this time were played
by women, later by men. Dame roles remained variable up until
the 1860's and later. The 1826 and 1836 productions of 'Aladdin'
at Covent Garden had women playing the role
of the widow, and then
in the 1856 and 1865
versions, by a man. The
first male 'Widow
Twankey' was James
Rogers, with Dan Leno
credited as the creator
of 'Mother Goose'.
Answers overleaf

Christmas or Xmas

And for Xmas ?

Christmas is also sometimes known as Xmas. Some people don't think
it's correct to call Christmas 'Xmas' as that takes the 'Christ' (Jesus) out of
Christmas. (As Christmas comes from Christ-Mass, the Church service
that celebrated the birth of Jesus.) But that is not quite right! In the
Greek language and alphabet, the letter that looks like an X is the Greek
letter chi / Χ (pronounced 'kye' - it rhymes with 'eye') which is the first
letter of the Greek word for Christ, Christos.
The early church used the first two letters of Christos in the Greek
alphabet 'chi' and 'rho' to create a monogram (symbol) to represent the
name of Jesus. The symbol of a fish is sometimes used by Christians
(you might see a fish sticker on a car or someone wearing a little fish
badge). This comes from the time when the first Christians had to meet
in secret, as the Romans wanted to kill them (before Emperor
Constantine became a Christian). Jesus had said that he wanted to make
his followers 'Fishers of Men', so people started to use that symbol.
When two Christians met, one person drew half a basic fish shape
(often using their foot in the dust on the ground) and the other person
drew the other half of the fish. The Greek word for fish is 'Ikthus' or
'Ichthys'. There are five Greek letters in the word. It can also make up a
sentence of Christian beliefs 'Ie-sous Christos Theou Huios So-te-r' which
in English means "Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour". The second letter of
these five letter is X or Christos! So Xmas can also mean Christmas; but
it should also be pronounced 'Christmas' rather than 'ex-mas' - Really ?

Thinks Three !
“Tomorrow, is the first blank page
of a 365 page book. Try you very
best to write a good one.”

And now finally time to Relax - Word Search !
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ADULT AUTISM
ALZHEIMERS DISEASE
CEREBRAL PALSY
CHRONIC FATIGUE
DIABETIC ULCERS
FIBROMYALGIA
GANGRENE
GAS EMBOLISM
INFECTIONS
LYME DISEASE
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
OSTEORADIONECROSIS
PARKINSONS DISEASE
SPORTS INJURIES
STROKE
THERMAL BURNS
TRAUMATIC INJURY

Panto Quiz Answers top to bottom
Douglas Byng, Dan Leno, Les Dawson,
Stanley Baxter, Ian McKellan,
Christopher Biggins, Brian Murphy,
Arthur Askey, John Inman, Berwick
Kaler, Lily Savage, Hinge and Bracket,
Norman Evans, Danny La Rue, Roy
Hudd, Jack Tripp, Barry Howard
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These are all conditions that
Treatments and Therapies at the
Centre help with. Best of Luck

MS Therapy Centre, Meadow View Wharf, off Tettenhall Road, Wolverhampton, WV6 0JT Registered Charity No. 701791

